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fracking inquiry

From: JA_AK Raynor 
Sent: Wednesday, 7 February 2018 9:41 PM
To: fracking inquiry
Subject: Electronic Copy of Submission to Enquiry at Katherine
Attachments: Final Submission.doc

Good Evening, 

Please find attached the electronic copy of my verbal submission from today at Katherine as you requested. 
Please note I found one error in my figures ‐ the Economics Chapter should have been $38m/year not $3.8m/year. 
This however does nothing to change my point especially when you look at all the different tax credits these companies 
have. 

Regards, 

Annette Raynor (Mrs) 

Annette Raynor 
Submission #1144
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Final Submission – Annette Raynor 
 
Good Afternoon 
 
Let me start by saying how disappointed I am with this report. I was hoping the community 
would be heard. However if I accept ALL your figures in this report as “FACTS”, (which I 
don’t), but the sake of the argument say I do..... Well I could still drive a road train thru this 
report. The facts and figures do NOT stack up. 
 
In front of me are all the reports relating to your Final Draft Report. 

1. Your Final Draft Report 
2. CSRIO Report on Well Life Cycle and Well Integrity 
3. ACIL Allen Economic Report 
4. Coffey’s Social Licence Report, which is in 3 separate reports 

 
I have read them all. 
 
Lets start with a Thank You to the Panel for the recommendations in Chapter 14 (Regulatory 
Reform) and Chapter 15 (Environmental Baseline Data).  
 
We all know that the NT badly needs this, however it is already being watered down and as I 
said the first time I sat in front of you it will not be enforced. So I will not repeat myself. 
 
As far as Chapter 11 goes – as I am not Aboriginal I will leave this to the Aboriginals 
themselves to respond to. This is to ensure you cannot accuse me of giving any misleading or 
spreading any misinformation to you,  the Panel. 
 
Chapter 9 (Greenhouse Gas Emissions) – Well this chapter did my head in. But if its like all 
the other chapters, which I do understand, then the figures are made up. The only thing I will 
state is a comment on the statement you make on Page 203, “that there is no evidence the 
bubbling Condamine River is due to CSG activities” – Its a good thing that no baseline data 
was done prior to CSG activities to prove this, isn’t it. 
 
Chapter 8 (Land) – On Page 169 you state that between 1,000 and 1,500m squared, will be 
used for the Well Pad Development ONLY. You make this sound insignificant. But this is for 
each Well Pad so lets put this into prospective. 
 
I have here examples of what is approximately 1km squared and this insignificant amount of 
land is the size of – 

1. Sydney Olympic Park (Wetlands & Waterways) or 
2. Belmont Golf Club at Lake Macquarie or 
3. Peng Chau Island in Hong Kong or  
4. The Old City of Jerusalem 
 

This is per Well Pad.  
 
Yet on Pages 316 & 325 for the Breeze scenario you state for the total land use under this 
scenario it is only approximately 67km squared. Well this is approximately the size of –  

1. Norfolk Island & Macau combined or 
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2. Slightly bigger than Bermuda 
 
And yet again on Page 327 you re-iterate, and I quote “Land area used by industry is very 
small under all development scenario’s”. 
 
Once again you say this is acceptable. 
 
Now I know the NT is big and we have a small population, in the scheme of things, and most 
of the population lives in Darwin – but this is not acceptable.  
 
The only other comment for this section is – you talk about the Landscape Amenity (Pages 
187 to 190) and how this small area will not affect our landscape. Small area is firstly an 
understatement, but I would suggest the Panel take a drive across the Barkly Highway at 
night – it is already ‘flaring’ it is already affecting our spectacular unspoiled landscape. 
Once again I state this is not acceptable. 
 
Only 4 more chapters to go –  
 
 Chapter 7 – Water   
 
Using your figures and applying it to the PFAS issue Katherine is now dealing with, the best 
case scenario is –  

1. The Katherine river was only contaminated, when we all found out in 2016. And not 
before. 

2. Working backwards, using your figures this took 16 years to get from RAAF Base 
Tindal to the River – 1,000m per year. 

3. Therefore PFAS reached the Tindal aquifer in the year 2000. 
4. This means then that it took 12 years to contaminate or seep down to the aquifer. 

(Tindal opened in 1988) 
 
Now this would correspond with your figures on Page 140 – stating any spill would take 10 
years to reach the ground water. 
However is contradicts what you state on Pages 114 and 137 stating it would only travel 
meters per year and would take decades for the water to travel 100m. 
 
Now FPAS is only one chemical – not a multitude of chemicals mixed together put under 
pressure and then mixed with other Natural occurring ‘nasties’. But I will come back to this. 
 
Your matrix, even if I believe that the possibility is extremely low of contamination 
occurring, the consequence must be extremely high. (Unless you have learnt to live without 
water). Therefore the overall outcome must be at least Medium.  
You have found 20 water related risks. It will only take one to have serious consequences.  
Even with regulations in place - this is not good enough – this is not acceptable.  
 
Jumping now to Chapter 10 (Public Health) – you found a low likelihood and a low-medium 
consequence (Page 231) of affecting any of us. Well this ties into the water issue nicely so 
lets go back to the chemicals used and the other Natural occurring “nasties”. 
 
I have here the list of chemicals used in Fracking – 
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1. From your website 
2. From Origin and Santos Websites 
 

Lets look at just some of these a little closer. 
I have here, not all, but some, of these chemicals MSDS sheets. 

1. (all the side tabs) – All except one of these state “Do NOT allow the product to enter 
waterways, drains and sewers OR Do NOT discharge into drains/surface 
water/ground water”  

2. (top tabs) – These state “Must be transported under dangerous goods transport 
regulations” 

3. (all double side tabs) – These all state “If the product does enter a waterway, you must 
advise the Environmental Protection Authority” 

4. (3 side tabs) – This one states “Runoff from dilution water may be toxic and/or 
corrosive and pollute waterways. Do NOT allow this product to enter waterways 
drains and sewers” 

 
Now these are for each individual chemical. There is NO MSDS sheet for the combined or 
combination of these chemicals, let alone the mixture of chemicals that include the Natural 
occurring “nasties” in the ground that is being brought to the surface. 
 
Once again I ask the Panel to look at the big picture. This is NOT one chemical, one well, 
being “Fracked” once. This is multiple chemicals, multiple wells, being “Fracked” multiple 
times.  
 
And once again you say this acceptable. 
 
But before I go any further lets lets look at what that word “Acceptable” actually means –  
 
I have the research from numerous dictionaries, which all say the same thing. 

1. Barely passable 
2. 65% 
3. Satisfactory 

 
Now I do not want my doctor to be acceptable under this definition, nor do I want the pilot in 
an aircraft I am in to be acceptable. You may be able to live with this but I will not. 
Acceptable is not good enough. 
 
Social Impacts – Chapter 12 – where do I start? 
 
You state that this chapter will be updated when Coffey completed there report. This has now 
been released, in 3 reports. Two of these reports deal with setting up a framework for Social 
Licence in the NT and the other report is supposedly the “Beetaloo Sub-Basin Social Licence 
Case Study”. This is the area I will continue with –  
 

1. Most of the information in this document – any school age child could have ‘googled’ 
and presented. 

2. Pages 6 and 9 both state that there were 2 rounds of the community consultations – 
NOT TRUE. 
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3. Page 10 states that the Katherine Town Council was consulted – when I questioned 
the Katherine Town Council on 23 Jan 18 the Mayor denied being spoken to and the 
CEO could not recall.  

4. Page xvii – Conclusion – This report states the “Concerns about water resources are 
heightened by the PFAS contamination in and around RAAF Base Tindal near 
Katherine and incorrect assumptions about water management based on CSG in 
QLD” – NOT True but this is the only issue of any kind in this document that could 
even remotely be attributed to the 1 consultation in Katherine. 

Last time I sat in front of you I went into this subject in depth. This report or the Coffey’s 
report does not take anything previously stated to you into account. 
 
However as far as your report goes I question why in BOLD, on Page 280 you would 
highlight FIFO Activists? 
 
After all you mention more than once – 

1. Misinformation 
2. To Create Fear 
3. Lacking Understanding of Basic Technical Facts 
4. Confusing CSG and Shale 
5. Not Locals 

 
I thought this was a “Scientific” Report, but it seems it is only a “Scientific” fact if it comes 
from – 

1. A Gas Company 
2. A Government Department who’s primarily job is the Industry 
3. A Consultant Company who has never said anything against the Gas Industry 
4. Or a Person/Company who has been paid, in some way, by the Gas Industry. (and in 

some instances is so behind the Companies because its so good – they are selling 
there places and moving). 

 
Everyone else who has presented or spoken – knows nothing.  
 
Finally on this subject I know of at least 2 complaints that were lodged to you, the Panel, on 
the second attempt of the Social Licence Consultations and neither have been responded to or 
addressed. As such if you believe this whole section can be taken seriously, is highly 
questionable. This does not just bring into doubt this section, but your whole report. 
 
Moving on – the last Chapter I will say anything about – Economic Impacts – Chapter 13 
 
I have used your or ACIL Allen figures, and taken them as “Facts”, and even by doing this, 
once again I am driving the road train thru the “Misinformation” contained in this section. 
 
Lets look at only the “Breeze” scenario and use the figures in the table on Page 315 & 316. 
 
Now just looking at these figures this all looks and sounds wonderful. But lets look a little 
deeper.  
 
Increased Employment – according to this we can expect 2,145 extra jobs over the 25years at 
an average of 82/year. But the rest of Australia loses that amount of jobs. MMMM I wonder 
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where they went. You admit on Page 323 that FIFO workers will be “significant” and 
therefore will take most of these jobs.  
 
The other figures that are interesting are –  

1. Income Tax - $6.2m/year 
2. Other Federal & State Tax - $3.8m/year & $5.9m/year = Total $9.7m/year 
3. GST - $14.3m/year 
4. Payroll Tax – $2.9m/year 
5. Royalties – $11.9m/year 

 
Like I said this looks good, but I have here the ATO tax information for 2013/14, 2014/15 & 
2015/16. I also have Origin’s and Santo’s own report for 2014, 2015 & 2016. And shock 
horror – NO tax was paid to the Australian Government in 2015 or 2016. In 2014 Origin did 
pay some tax.  
 
Due to the time fastly running out lets have a very quick look at only the 2016 report. 

1. Both paid NO income tax 
2. Both paid NO Petroleum Resource Rent Tax 
3. Both paid NO Goods & Services Tax 

 
In fact both received tax refunds. 
But lets look at the tax they did pay – 

1. Fringe Benefits tax – Origin $4m, Santo $5.04m 
2. Payroll Tax – Origin $45m Santos $2.78m 
3. Royalties – Origin $6m Santos $30.26m 

 
Now these figures are for all of Australia and not just one state. So using these figures alone 
and presuming all the other Companies are very similar we can say goodbye to the extra –  

1. $6.2m/year in Income Tax 
2. Atleast some, if not all of the Other Tax ($9.7m/year) and 
3. $14.3m/year in GST 

This leaves us with, maybe the FBT. 
 
Now the Payroll tax –  
This amount is approx 12% more than Santo’s total or approx 6% more than Origin totals for 
all of Australia – not just for the NT. 
Now admitly this $2.9m/year would be spread over all Companies and not just Origin and 
Santos. 
But due to how the payroll tax is worked out this figure is mind blowing. 

1. The NT only received 5.5% of the total allowable taxable wages that are paid in the 
NT only. 

2. To receive this amount of money we would need 19 Companies paying $2.7m in 
allowable taxable wages in the NT only, but also having taxable wages in other states 
at or over $10.4m/year. 

 
Now this is absurd when you truly look at it. But this, YOU say, is a “FACT”. 
 
Finally lets look at the Royalties – 

1. This is approx 39%  of what Santos pays now OR 
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2. Approx 199% more than what Origin pays now 
Once again this is Australia wide. Once again I understand it will be all Companies spreading 
the load, but really – what shower or rain did you come down in to buy this. These figures do 
NOT stack up. 
 
NO GST, NO income tax, NO resources tax – Actually receiving a refund and you expect us 
to believe these figures.  
 
I am truly disgusted with this report and the fact that you believe we would all buy this 
without question is even more disgusting. I would hope you relook honestly at the figures and 
the issues presented to you. 
 






























































































































































































































































































































